
Hayward Enterprises

6574 N. State Rd. 7, #230
Coconut Creek
Florida 33073

Phone: (954) 935-5555

American wholesaler of fragrances and oilsHayward Enterprises has been in

business for 10 years serving customers worldwide. Customer satisfaction is our

number one priority, and every customer is very important to us. A happy customer

recommends our company to friends, family, co-workers and spreads the word

about us online. Without this type of word-of-mouth advertising, a company cannot

be successful. We pride ourselves in offering only the finest quality products. We

stand behind all of our products with a 100% satisfaction guarantee that offers a full

refund if not completely satisfied with your purchase. This satisfaction guarantee

gives new customers piece of mind that they will be receiving a quality product

when they order from us.Our body oils are highly concentrated and are excellent

comparisons to the fragrances they represent. One drop will last all day long, so you

only need to apply just a dab at a time. Wearing a pure oil on your skin rather than

a spray, allows you to experience the true fragrance the way it was meant to be. All

of our oils are manufactured by highly skilled chemists that take their time in

making sure that each fragrance contains ALL the ingredients it requires. Many

customers are simply amazed with the outstanding quality of the oils they receive

from us. Each bottle of oil contains 100% pure concentrated oil (no alcohol or

water). Most people that are allergic to perfume are not allergic to our oils because

they do not contain alcohol. It is usually the alcohol in spray fragrances that people

are allergic to. Our company has no affiliation, whatsoever, with any name brand

fragrances mentioned on our website. We only mention the name brands on our site

for comparison purposes only as stated in the disclaimer message on all of our web

pages.Please, DO NOT compare our oils to cheap quality body oils. Perfume and

Cologne oils do vary tremendously in quality. Some fragrances actually contain over

200 different ingredients. The oil has to contain ALL the ingredients needed and the
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necessary to have experienced, highly skilled chemists manufacturing the oils. For a

body oil to be strong and concentrated, it has to contain a high percentage of

Concentrated Fragrance compound. Our oils are so strong and concentrated, that a

1.25 oz. bottle of our concentrated body oil will last 3 times longer than a large

bottle of the actual designer perfume.
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